
WORDS OF WISDOM, ONE LINERS AND/OR BUMPER STICKERS

Dijon-vu: the strange sensation that you've had this mustard before.
I have kleptomania but I'm taking something for it
She's always late. Her ancestors arrived on the June Flower.
Didja hear that corduroy pillows are making headlines?
Gravity - it's not just a good idea. It's the LAW!!
Ask me about my vow of silence.
My karma ran over your dogma.
I wonder how much deeper the ocean would be without sponges.
Did you check to see if your horn works?
On the other hand you have different fingers.
Work is for people who don't know how to fish.
Support bacteria. It's the only culture some people have.
As I said before, I never repeat myself.
Lightning could probably be even faster if it didn't zig-zag.
Nostalgia isn't what is used to be.
After eating, do amphibians have to wait an hour before they come out of

the water?
We have enough youth. How about a fountain of smart?
Give me ambiguity or give me something else.
Always remember that you're unique just like everyone else.
Consciousness: the annoying time between naps.
I'm not just driving fast. I'm flying low.
I'm reading a very interesting book about gravity. 1 just can't put it down.
A cynic is a man who, when he smells flowers, looks for a coffin.
A friend of mine confused her valium with her birth control pills. She has 14

children but she doesn't really care.
A man rushed into the doctor's office and shouted, "Doctor, I think I'm

shrinking!" The doctor calmly responded, "Now settle down. You'll
just have to be a little patient."

A good pun is its own reword.
The Energizer Bunny was arrested and charged with battery.
A pessimist's blood type is always B-negative,
My wife likes to make pottery but to me it's just kiln time.
I used to work in a blanket factory, but it folded.
Does the name Pavlov ring a bell?
A gossip is someone with a great sense of rumor.
Reading while sunbathing makes you well-red.
When two egotists meet, it's an I for an I.
Didja hear Ford recalled its Mercurys because they found traces of tuna?
The invisible man & invisible woman had children. Their kids aren't much

to look at either.
Two silk worms were in a race and ended up In a tie*
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